Salty
VIEWS

L I V I N G R O O M Sofa from Ivory House
Australia; leather sling chairs and coffee table
from LOFT Furniture Noosa; cushions on bench
from The Essence of Home; walls painted in
Dulux ‘Snowy Mountains’ half-strength.

PHOTOGRAPHY LOUISE ROCHE, VILLA STYLING / WORDS CASEY
HUTTON / INTERIOR DESIGN BLACK AND WHITE PROJECTS

Heavenly ocean views provide a stunning
backdrop for this eloquently reimagined 1980s
beach shack on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast.
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K I T C H E N Maria went for a
minimalist black-and-white kitchen
and splurged on the 3.2-metre stone
benchtop. “It gave the home a luxe
edge,” she says. Bar stools from LOFT
Furniture Noosa.

D I N I N G A commissioned wall hanging
by Woven Husk takes centre stage in the
dining room and sets the tone for the rest
of the decor. “As soon as I saw the piece, I
just fell in love with it,” Maria recalls.
Stool and chairs from LOFT Furniture
Noosa; custom-made dining table from
Cast in Concrete Design Noosa.

HOME TOUR

There are views and then there are views. Perched high on
a ridge overlooking Coolum Beach, the vista from Maria
and Jason Baron’s recent renovation project is dramatic.
From this elevated position above lush treetops, a majestic
180-degree swathe of aquamarine is visible from nearly
every room in the house.
It was the ocean view that drew Maria and Jason to the
property, but they also saw potential in the characterful
original home, built in the 1980s by the previous owner
and held by the same family for two generations.
The house – “a classic timber beach shack” – had
been on the market for a while. “It was probably a bit
overwhelming and too much of a project for most
potential buyers,” Maria muses. Undeterred, she and
Jason took the plunge after some careful planning and
renovated the home (naming it ‘Salty Views’) before
reselling it.
Maria and Jason are the husband-and-wife powerhouse
behind Black and White Projects, and already have a string
of successful renovation projects behind them.
“Being a good renovator means you need to be a good
problem solver,” Maria says, explaining that they each have
defined roles in their business. “Jason coordinates the
project and keeps an eye on the budget and timeline, and I
do all the design and styling.”
“Our goal was to restore the house and add some modern
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“Our goal was to restore the house
and add some modern elements,
while retaining its true character.”
elements, while retaining its true character,” she explains.
They focused on honouring the laid-back vibe of the house
and carefully preserving some of its unique features,
including its timber floors and VJ walls.
“Hardwood timber-framed houses come with the good
and the bad!” says Maria. “Walls aren’t always straight (a
nightmare for tilers) and it was labour intensive to restore
the original walls and exterior cladding.”
While repairs, surface treatments and the addition of trims
and skirting boards were tedious and time-consuming,
other alterations delivered immediate satisfaction.
Incorporating a new ceiling beam allowed them to open
the kitchen into the living area. “It makes the kitchen feel
so much closer to the ocean,” says Maria. “A new kitchen
was a must, so we went for a minimalist look and splurged
on the 3.2-metre stone benchtop.”
They also reconfigured the floor plan upstairs in order
to fit an extra bathroom and replaced all windows and
doors with louvres and sliders to capitalise on sea breezes,
>
making the home more sustainable.
adore home
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Downstairs, the couple designed an open-ended
space that could adapt to the needs of potential
buyers. A studio and kitchenette adjoin the original
garage area and open onto a generous lower deck.
The hero of this level is indisputably the bathroom,
with its antique vanity, matte black tapware, doublecavity sliding doors, decadent clawfoot bath and a
huge gas-strut window that can be thrown open to
the sea.

B E D R O O M “All the VJ boards in
the master bedroom are originals and
we painted them white. We also used
Easycraft panels for the bedhead. The
barn door is custom made – we make
them for each of our projects,” says Maria.

>

Throughout the home, monochrome elements
are warmed by blackbutt timber sourced from the
Noosa Hinterland. “We managed to source some
timber that came from a tree that had to be removed
from a construction site. It was already milled, dried
and ready to go, so we decided to give it a second
life,” Maria explains. Treated with a marine-grade
satin stain and cut to size on site, pieces from this
hefty slab of native wood were used for bench
seating, vanities, bath caddies (with wine holders!),
benchtops, the master bedhead and more.
“We also love using local artists on all our projects,”
Maria says. “For ‘Salty Views’, we commissioned
Stacy Madden from Woven Husk to craft a piece for
the space.” Her work, ‘Noir’, became a living room
centrepiece and a styling touchstone – embodying
a pared-back beachy aesthetic with a luxurious,
contemporary twist.

blackandwhiteprojects.com.au
@blackandwhiteprojects

MARIA’S

renovation tips

1
2
B A T H R O O M “We handcrafted the
bath caddy ourselves. They are now part
of our new project – a range of home
styling essentials,” says Maria. Marble tiles
from National Tiles; black tapware from
Harmony Bathroomware.
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DO YOUR SUMS. “Know what
you’re in for and have a clear plan
before you even put an offer in on a
property.”

CHOOSE QUALITY OVER
QUANTITY. “This applies to
everything: materials, fixtures and
fittings – and styling too.”

HAVE INTEGRITY. “If we wouldn’t
do it for our own home, we don’t do
it in our projects.”
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COLOUR PALETTE

R O O M W I T H A V I E W Asked
which room is her favourite, Maria
replies: “The bathroom downstairs.
It has everything we love – from the
antique vanity we sourced locally, to
the matte black tapware and basin.
Oh, and the view!”

E N T R Y The exterior walls are
painted in Porter’s Paints ‘Palm
Beach Black’ satin stain. Pineapple
door knocker from Coastal Vintage.

Affordable find!

Style
TO

STEAL
Get this coastal home’s chic
black and white style with
these monochromatic finds.

LIGHT Beacon Lighting ‘Portsea’ exterior wall light $139 beaconlighting.com.au / PRINT Olive et Oriel ‘The World Is Your Oyster’ print from $9.95 oliveetoriel.com / DINING CHAIR
Barnaby Lane ‘Tanner’ dining chair $599 barnabylane.com.au / CUSHION IKEA ‘Stockholm’ cushion $29.99 ikea.com.au / RECTANGLE CUSHION L&M Home ‘Santa Fe’ cushion $92
lmhome.com.au / POT Milk & Sugar ‘Sonny’ pot in soft white (small) $34.95 milkandsugar.com.au / HOOK Coconut palm hook in brass $32.95 pineappletraders.com.au / BASIN Eight
Quarters ‘Montalto’ square basin $325 eightquarters.com.au / STOOL Leather strapping bar stool in teak and white $490 fentonandfenton.com.au / RUG Miss Amara ‘Texcoco’ round
jute rug from $110 missamara.com.au / COFFEE TABLE OZ Design Furniture ‘Jardin’ coffee table $529 ozdesignfurniture.com.au / SOFA IKEA ‘Färlöv’ three-seat sofa in Flodafors
white $899 ikea.com.au
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